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4-WAV Standing Rack
Questions, Problems, Missing Parts?
Call 1-(877) SENSORI or email wav@wavtrainer.com

Tools Required for Assembly
Phillips Screw Driver
Helpful: Rubber Mallet, Wood Glue
Parts List: BASE, TOP, CENTER POLE, 2 Screws, 1 Wooden plug
1. Attach BASE to CENTER POLE. Fully tighten screw.
(If desired, place wood glue on bottom of CENTER POLE
prior to attaching.)
2. Stand upright.
3. Rest TOP on CENTER POLE. (If desired place wood glue on
top of CENTER POLE prior to attaching.)
4. Align four openings in TOP with four cut outs in BASE.
5. Partially tighten top screw.
6. Follow Alignment Instructions.
7. Gently tap WOODEN PLUG over top screw to conceal hole.
(If desired, place wood glue on bottom of WOODEN PLUG
prior to inserting.)
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Transport assembled Standing Rack by grasping CENTER

! POLE. Do not carry by the TOP.
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Alignment Instructions
1. Place two WAVs in the stand
in opposing positions to
ensure alignment.
2. Finish tightening top screw.
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View our assembly video: https://vimeo.com/wavtrainer/wav-stand

1-Year Limited Warranty
IBalans warrants this product to be free from defects in workmanship and material present at time of shipment for one year from date of purchase. This warranty applies only to the original purchaser. IBalans agrees to correct such defect at no charge or at our option replace the product with a comparable or superior model.
To obtain warranty service, call our customer service department at 1-(877) SENSORI for return authorization and shipping instructions. You must present your order number to process
the return. All cost of removal and reassembly are the expressed responsibility of the purchaser. Any damage to the product by accident, misuse or improper assembly, or by accessories
not included with the Standing Rack as delivered by iBalans, are the purchaser’s responsibility.
There is no further expressed warranty. IBalans disclaims any and all implied warranties. IBalans shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising by or in connection with the product use or performance except as may otherwise be accorded by law. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you also have other rights that vary from state to
state. This warranty supersedes all prior warranties.

